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Media Matters - YRM Info Sheet
Media Literacy for Youth Rights Media

Description:
Media Matters is a media literacy class. Media literacy is a skill that helps us to absorb
and create information from the media around us. In much the same way that literacy is
the ability to both read and write, media literacy helps us to "read" and create other
types of media, from mass media like television and film, to participatory media where
individuals have a greater role. The Media Matters class will explore the way we use
diﬀerent types of media to define ourselves and our world.

For kids:

Media is all around you! When you go on Facebook, watch television, see a movie, or
read a book, you're dealing with diﬀerent types of media. All of us use media to talk
about what's important to us and how we feel about things! Sometimes we don't know
what some of the messages we get through media mean. Sometimes people use
media to deliberately take advantage of us. Media Matters is a way to explore how
everybody (including you) can use media - whether it's for our personal or community
needs.

Class Goals:
This class will promote critical thinking and media literacy skills for program
participants. Students will assess their own abilities in participating in public discourse
through the use of media, and develop new skills that facilitate their involvement in
those discussions. The ultimate goal is to improve the ability of youth to engage in
what researchers term1 Youth who participate in this class will be more eﬀective at
addressing the issues in their community and will have an overall more positive
experince with Youth Rights Media.

Work Description:
Students in this class will engage in exercises and activities that develop their ability to
consume and interpret media. In the course of those activities they will produce
multimedia digital content and analog materials which will take them through the
process of conceptualizing an idea and bringing into the world in a way they can share
with others. They will be required to examine and critically think about the sorts of
messages they recieve and information consumers, but will also come to recognize
that they are producers as well. This class will encourage an active involvement and
engagement in public discussions and interactions across social media, and ask them
to go from participation in those discussions, to leading them.
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Class Skills:
This class will build on the new media literacy skills described by Jenkins et al. :
•

Play — the capacity to experiment with one’s surroundings as a form of problem-solving

•

Performance — the ability to adopt alternative identities for the purpose of improvisation
and discovery

•

Simulation — the ability to interpret and construct dynamic models of real-world
processes

•

Appropriation — the ability to meaningfully sample and remix media content

•

Multitasking — the ability to scan one’s environment and shift focus as needed to salient
details.

•

Distributed Cognition — the ability to interact meaningfully with tools that expand
mental capacities

•

Collective Intelligence — the ability to pool knowledge and compare notes with others
toward a common goal

•

Judgment — the ability to evaluate the reliability and credibility of different information
sources

•

Transmedia Navigation — the ability to follow the flow of stories and information across
multiple modalities

•
•

Networking — the ability to search for, synthesize, and disseminate information
Negotiation — the ability to travel across diverse communities, discerning and respecting
multiple perspectives, and grasping and following alternative norms.2

These skills help to link self-expression with civic engagement3, from new media skills
to critically looking at mass media. Students will learn also learn basic techniques of
blogging and video blogging, as well as rudimentary practices for participating in online
discussions, with a final physical component of design and production.
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Syllabi & Programming Schedules
What follows is the Fall/Winter/Spring Syllabi and programming schedules for “Media
Matters,” Youth Rights Media Media Literacy class.
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Fall Syllabus
During the fall semester, we will be developing a soft focus on participatory politics - the
idea that people are connected to each other through media and can use that connection to create
change in their communities. Before we get there, we have to understand what media is, how
we’re connected by it, and lastly how we can use it effectively. The cumulating goal of this
semester is to develop a project that reflects that sense of participation and connectedness. That
project will “bring to life” the ideas and forces explored and manipulated by interns in this class.
That project does not necessarily have to be executed in the fall semester, but we will develop
that concept so that it can be considered in the spring.

We will focus on the following topics in this semester:
•

Online Identity

•

Virtual Community

•

The “Viral” Web

•

Judging Content

•

Building Networks

•

Exercising Our Voice

We will also be doing the following new media work:
•

Blogging

•

Curation

Disclaimer: Media Matters is all about participation, which means we can’t do it if interns
don’t participate. During discussions, exercises or screenings, we’ll be offering valuable
opportunities to get at the heart of the issues we’re dealing with. If interns aren’t interested in
that, then they’re wasting their time with Media Matters. If they are, then we’d like everybody to
be involved and participating. At the top of each hour we’ll take a break - from 3:55 − 4:05 and
from 4:55 − 5:05. During this time, interns should use the restroom, grab a snack (if it’s
available), and just relax. But when we’re working, we’re working.
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Programming Schedule
Week 1 (Week of September 24, 2012 - Yom Kippur)
Media, Blogging Intro, Identity (Workshop starts)

Week 2 (Week of October 1, 2012)
Identity Play

Week 3 (Week of October 8, 2012)
Virtual Community
Week 4 (Week of October 15, 2012)
Credibility
Week 5 (Week of October 22, 2012)
Creating the World
Week 6 (Week of October 29, 2012)
Creating Culture
Week 7 (Week of November 5, 2012)
Citizen Journalism/Civic Media
Week 8 (Week of November 12, 2012)
Brainstorming our Idea
Week 9 (Week of November 19, 2012 - Thanksgiving Break begins midday wednesday)
No Class
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Week 10 (Week of November 26, 2012)
A/V Scavenger Hunt, planning our idea
Week 11 (Week of December 3, 2012)
Social Media Protest & Project Work
Week 12 (Week of December 10, 2012 - Showcase/Community Screening)
Deconstructing Bigger Messages & Project Work
Week 13 (Week of December 17, 2012 Surveys, Reflection)
Wrap up/ fun screening
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Fall Lesson Plans
These are the lesson plans for the Fall 2012 semester of Media Matters - media literacy
materials for YRM.
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Identity

Date: 9/26
Focus Question: What’s media and how do we use it to define ourselves?
Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the way we construct representations of ourselves through
media.
Reflect on the meaning of “participation” online and that it does not only
mean “posting” but also includes passive actions, such as viewing a web
page or choosing not to speak up.
Understand that sometimes remaining silent, not posting, or not visiting a
webpage can be as important a decision as speaking up.
Recognize that they have a responsibility to think through posting, not
posting, visiting pages, or not visiting pages online.
Consider the possible effects to themselves, to others, and to the broader
community of any decision they make to post, not post, visit pages, or not
visit pages online

Materials:
•

Projector

•

Instructor’s Computer

•

Media Lab Computers

•

Blogging Guidelines Handouts

•

Situation Sheets from Our Space materials

Breakdown:
3:00- Icebreaker - Logo Exercise & Discussion
4:00 - Intro to blogging
4:30 - Flamers, Lurkers and Mentors

Check In Question: None (Icebreaker instead)
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Lesson Instructions:
Start with Icebreaker.

Do the Logo Exercise •

How many of the trees and plants do we recognize? How many logos do we recognize?

•

Why do we recognize more of the logos than we do the plants? Where do we see these
logos?

•

What are some other really recognizable logos? What do they mean? How do you feel
when you see those logos? (Think about things we don’t even think of as logos - medical
caddecus, police shield, red cross.

Go into discussion on the question “What is media?”
Many of the logos we discussed have bigger meanings behind them - feelings or ideas that
they represent, beyond just the product. These messages are communicated to us through media.
What are some different types of media?
When we use media, we’re not just dealing with “the media,” something other people are
responsible for. We also consume and produce media. We can help define what it means by the
way we use it and interpret it.
In this class we’re going to be looking at different types of media, which we’ll collect
through a blog with content controlled by interns. Does anyone already have a blog, a facebook
or a twitter account? What do you use it for? What are some different types of media that you
collect or share with it?

Introduce them to the blog at yrmmatters.tumblr.com.
Assign students to computers, ask them to create a tumblr account, and choose an avatar.
Ask them to share their tumblr names so that they can be added to the admin list for the class
blog.
Ask: Why did you choose that name for your tumblr? Why did you choose that image? What
do you feel it “means”? How does it reflect the person you want to present yourself to others as?
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Ask to bring in media each day - whether it's physical or virtual, so that we can accumulate
this stuff on the class blog. Also tell them we’re going to be blogging with these accounts, so we
should learn the guidelines we’re going to be using. Hand out the guidelines.

Change gears: Go into the OurSpace lesson on Flamers, Lurkers and Mentors P. 76-84

Exercise:
If time permits, design a logo for yourself. Examples: Superman’s “S” embodies all the
qualities that he is. What sort of symbol do you think embodies you? Or the qualities you would
like to have?

Assessment:
Through participation in class activities and discussions and/or answers to optional
assessment questions, students should demonstrate they can:
•

Understand what perspective-taking entails (e.g. consideration of others’ motivations and
feelings, as well as how others may be impacted by a particular course of action).

•

Articulate why perspective-taking is a useful tool when making choices online (e.g., if
done well, perspective-taking may prevent one from taking actions that could harm
others)
Assessment Questions (Optional)

•

Before you post something on a friend’s Facebook wall (or a similar site), whose
perspective could you consider? Think of at least 3 different people and consider what
each person’s perspective might be. How would you confirm that you’re right?

•

How could taking other people’s perspectives be helpful when you’re deciding what to
post on someone’s Facebook wall?

Check Out Question: If you could be the house cat or lap
dog of any person on earth, whose would you be?
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For Next Class: Bring in some samples of media that is important to them,
whether they think it’s interesting, funny, great, or whatever - magazines,
newspapers, books, videos, or post stuff to the blog that counts as well!
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Blogging Guidelines
In your discussion, be sure:
1.

Your posts (or comments) are well written. They can use internet terms or some shorthand style grammar, but they should be understandable by others.

2.

Your posts (or comments) are responsive. They respond to other people's ideas—whether
it is a post by a teacher, a comment by a student, or an idea elsewhere on the Internet. The
power of online communication tools is in their connectedness—they are connected to a
larger community of ideas. Participate in that community.

3.

Your posts (or comments) include textual references to support your opinions. Adding
quotes or links to other works strengthens your response.

4.

You participate frequently. To be part of the dialogue, you have to participate fully and
consistently.

5.

You are respectful of others. It's okay to disagree; it's not okay to be disagreeable. Be
respectful of others and their opinions, and be civil when you disagree.

(Adapted from Our Space material P. 15)
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Local Plants
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Logo Alphabet
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Plants Named
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Brand Logos
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Identity Play
Date: 10/3
Focus Question: How do we define the “online” us?
Objectives:
•
•

Understand that identity is not a fixed state, but a fluid and often contextdriven way of being (or being positioned)
Articulate the different aspects of themselves that they express as they
move through different contexts
Explain some of the promises and perils related to online identity play.

•

Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

•

Identity Map worksheets from Our Space materials.

Breakdown:
3:00- Discussion, Exploring Identity Play
4:00 - Personal Identity Maps, The Limits of Identity Play
5:00 - Blogging Exercise, Assessment

Check In Question: If you could have the personality of any
TV character, whose would you adopt?
Lesson Instructions:
Start with discussion on the media they brought in from last week, whether it’s physical or
virtual. Ask who brought what, who posted what, why they posted it, and what it means to them.
How do we relate to these things? How do they inform the world we live in? What are they
saying? What do they represent?
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Follow Our Space material on Identity Play, P. 105-118. Do the Exploring Segment.
BREAK
Continue with the Our Space material. Do Personal Identity Maps, and then the Limits of
Identity Play segment.
BREAK
Introduce the blogging assignment. Then do the assessment and check out.

Exercise:
Do blogging exercise 1, keeping in mind the identity we are creating through our actions.

Blogging 1 exercise
Blogger as Intelligent Filter: The Annotated Link Post
Many bloggers serve as “intelligent filters” for their publics by selecting, contextualizing,
and presenting links of particular interest for that public. In this context, a “public” differs from
an “audience” because you, in your role as a blogger, have in mind when you write a community
of peers who not only read but actively respond to what you write, who might act upon your
advice, and who might join you in discussion and collective action. The public you choose to
address could be a public in the sense of a political public sphere that undergirds democracy—
the communications you engage in with your fellow citizens, with whom you share responsibility
for self-governance. The public doesn’t have to be political, however. It could be an engaged
community of interest—others who share your profession, avocation, or obsession. When fans
begin writing fan fiction or remixing and sharing cultural content, they are acting as a public—a
culture-producing public. When bloggers researched discrepancies in Dan Rather’s story about
George W. Bush’s National Guard service, they were acting as a public. AIDS patients organized
collective action that influenced research funding and the pharmaceutical industry—creating an
effective public through their discussions about their mutual interest.
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What interests you, the blogger? What issue or idea strongly, even passionately, draws your
attention and provokes your opinion? Is there a community that shares your interest? Could you
and the others constitute a public? Clearly defining and understanding your public is the
necessary first step to developing a public voice—the voice you use when you keep that public,
and your potential to act together, clearly in mind as you blog.

1.

Define to your satisfaction and in your own terms a particular public. Use the resources
available to you and your research skills to inform yourself about the focus of that
public’s interest (see the Participatory Media Literacy wiki to use blogs and RSS to
research the subject). Compose a post addressed to that public, establishing the subject of
shared interest you plan to blog about.

2.

Keeping that public in mind, post a link in a blog post to any site on the Web—a blog
post, a mainstream news item, a Wikipedia entry, an online community or marketplace,
audio or video content—that has the potential to enhance that public’s knowledge, incite
that public to take action, and provoke that public to respond to you.4

Assessment:
Review blogging materials. Optional Questions:
•

Name 3 contexts (at least one should be an online context) and describe what

aspects of yourself are the same and what aspects of yourself are different across each context.
(Possible contexts include: school, sports team, home, Facebook, World of Warcraft)
•

What are some benefits to being different online?

•

When might being different online be a problem? Who might it be a problem for?

Check Out Question: If you were to be a different sex for a
day, what would you do?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Virtual Community
Date: 10/10
Focus Question: How do you contribute to a community
Objective:
•

(virtual or real)?

•
•

Have interns identify the ways they are valuable members of their
community.
Find new communities that they can identify with.
Bridge the gap between parties of interest with the blogging exercise.

Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

Breakdown:
3:00- Recap on community
3:30 - Wikipedia: The group behind the screen lesson.
5:00 - Blogging 2

Check In Question: If you spoke English with a certain
type of accent other than your own, what would you want it
to be?
Lesson Instructions:
What are some types of communities we talked about during the identity mapping exercise
last time?
What are some examples of other communities?
•

Performance in digital space Call Me Maybe Chatroulette

•

Crowdsourcing and curating creativity Gotye video
Are communities created by the issues we come together on, or the identities we share? Can

you think of any other virtual communities?
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Think about Wikipedia as a community - of people who volunteer to manage information.

Do Our Space work, Wikipedia: The Group Behind The Screen P. 272-276

Exercise:
Find an issue and a community that you care about. How can you write for that community?
Do Blogging 2

Blogging 2 exercise
Blogging as Connected Writing
Will Richardson began using the term connected writing to refer to a specific kind of critical,
disciplined blogging that he described in this way:
“What I have been trying to celebrate, however, is what I see as an opportunity for a new type of writing
that blogs allow, one that forces those who do it to read carefully and critically, one that demands clarity
and cogency in its construction, one that is done for wide audience, and one that links to the sources of the
ideas expressed. . . . I’m talking about something uniquely suited to blogs. I’m talking about this post,
about our ability to connect ideas in ways that we could not do with paper, to distribute them in ways we
could not do with the restrictiveness of html, and to engage in conversations and community in ways we
could not do with newsgroups or other online communities before.”

1.

Present to your public at least two links in the context of a post that makes clear their
value to your public and explains the connection between the links.

2.

Use search engines and blog indexes like Technorati to find other blogs that represent or
address your public or segments of your public, submit your posts to other bloggers. See
if you can get your friends to respond. “Priming the pump” of public response sometimes
requires marketing and personal persuasion.

3.

Elaborate a larger point, using the connection between the links you select to suggest a
wider pattern. Explain the connection and suggest a meaning. You don’t have to prove
your point in this exercise—just use two links and the connection between them as the
context for your own point, which should stand on its own. You can start with your
opinion and use the links as support or illustration; or you can start with the links and
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approach your point inductively, by example.5

Assessment:
Read the student blogs, make sure everyone is doing well.

Check Out Question: If you could open and run any kind of
restaurant anywhere, what kind of food would you serve,
and where?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Credibility

Date: 10/17
Focus Question: How do we judge the media we consume?
Objective: Learning how to be critical of disparate sources on the internet,
verifying information.

Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

Breakdown:
3:00- Talking about what’s real and whats not real online
3:30 - Credibility
4:20 - Blogging exercises
4:55 - Screen first 53 minutes of The Truman Show

Check In Question: If you could have a single button beside
your bed that did one thing, what would you want it to do?
Lesson Instructions:
How do we determine what’s true and what isn’t true on the internet or in the media?
Has anyone ever seen an internet hoax? Whether they were spam or a scam, or just
something that obviously wasn’t true? How do we tell the difference?
What about when we use other types of media? How do we tell the difference between
what’s real and what isn’t real when we watch a movie? How do we know whether a movie
based on historical events is accurate? Or if a movie that alludes to current events is portraying
things fairly?

Examples:
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Hoaxes
Viral Marketing: Times Square Hacked!
Authors who “review” their own books: http://www.salon.com/2012/08/09/
social_media_scamsters/

Do “Whom Do You Believe" P. 239-271 from OurSpace

BREAK
as necessary, then continue lesson.

If time permits, continue to Demonstrating Credibility P. 224-238 from OurSpace.

Go into blogging 3 but present alternative option under “Exercise.”

BREAK
From 4:55 to end of class, watch the first half of the Truman show.

Exercise:
Blogging 3 should be completed after the Credibility lesson, before the movie. As an
alternative, ask students to write a short essay or poem about their reality or what is real to them.
This can be posted on the blog.

Blogging 3 exercise
Contributing to Critical Public Discourse: The Analytic Post
Loss of certainty about authority and credibility is one of the prices we pay for the freedom
of democratized publishing. We can no longer trust the author to guarantee the veracity of work;
today’s media navigators must develop critical skills in order to find their way through the
oceans of information, misinformation, and disinformation now available. The ability to analyze,
investigate, and argue about what we read, see, and hear is an essential survival skill. Some
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bloggers can and do spread the most outrageously inaccurate and fallaciously argued
information; it is up to the readers and, most significantly, other bloggers to actively question the
questionable. Democratizing publishing creates a quality problem, the answer to which is—
democratizing criticism. Critical thinking is not something that philosophers do, but a necessary
skill in a media sphere where anybody can publish and the veracity of what you read can never
be assumed.

1.

Link to a Web site—a blog post, online story from a mainstream media organization, any
kind of Web site—and criticize it. If you can provide evidence that the facts presented in
the criticized Web site are wrong, then do so, but your criticism doesn’t have to be about
factual inaccuracy. Debate the logic or possible bias of the author. Make a
counterargument. Point out what the author leaves out. Voice your own opinion in
response.

2.

Invite others to comment and share their views.6

Assessment:
Review the materials created by the students in the exercise.

Check Out Question: If you were to add a thirteenth month
to the year, where would you insert it?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Creating The World

Date: 10/24
Focus Question: In what way do we construct meaning through mediate
messages?

Objective: Recognizing constructivist knowledge claims and creating our
own definitions for the world through our actions.

Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

Breakdown:
3:00- Screening - Last half of The Truman Show
4:00 - Discussion
5:00 - Exercises

Check In Question: If you were to spend the rest of your
life in the company of a single type of animal, which would
you choose?
Lesson Instructions:
Ask someone to bring us up to speed with the film, if someone else didn’t see it. Then finish
screening the Truman Show.
BREAK
Lead discussion of the film, using the discussion notes.
BREAK

Exercise:
Break students into groups to complete the following:
1.

Ask students to imagine a new product to be placed into “The Truman Show,” or
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assign products to be placed (these might include shoes, hair products, perfume or
cologne, medicines, or automobiles). Where would they place their product? How would
they get viewers to notice their item? (One of Meryl’s speeches? A large poster? A
character using it?) What does their placement strategy say about whom they imagine as
a consumer of the product? How does that alter the reality created by the film?
2.

Ask students to imagine and write alternative endings to the film. After completing
their piece, ask them to think about and explain why they altered the ending as they did.
Who did they punish, if anyone? Who, if anyone, “wins”? What do they think their
choices say about their own sense of what is real or what is possible or what should be?

3.

When we create arguments or express our opinions, whether it’s by a choice to act,
behave or believe a certain way, we help create the world. What are some examples that
people have redefined reality through their actions? (Activists, revolutionaries, civil
rights leaders, influential thinkers, leaders, writers and speakers)

Assessment:
Check over the work the students have done. Do they understand the malleability of reality,
and how it can be controlled by elite interests, and disrupted by determined and critical
individuals?

Check Out Question: If you could have one television
sitcom set as your real home, which show would it be from?
For next time:
Require that students watch various current “Reality TV” shows (one group for “The Mole,”
one for “Survivor,” etc.). In groups the following day, ask them to identify what aspects of those
televised “realities” are controlled? By whom (advertisers, producers, characters)? What
products are featured and how? What ideas about society are present in the cast (explicitly or
implicitly)?
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Truman Show Discussion Guide
Quick questions to ask:
•

On perceiving reality (established in the beginning):
⁃

How does each character think of their involvement in the show?

⁃

How does each character think of him- or herself?

⁃

Note that Truman accepts the show as his life and, thus, is not concerned with
public image when he faces the mirror/camera—unlike the others.)

•

On control over reality (established through use of commercials/ product placements, the
montage explaining and contrasting Truman’s relationships with Sylvia/Lauren and
Meryl, the scenes involving the theme bar and the “greatest hits collection”):
⁃

What can be/is in Truman’s world?

⁃

How is that determined? By whom?

⁃

Also is the power to buy and sell (or be sold) about control? About
responsibility?)

•

On aspects of production of reality TV (established through the television special,
recapping the history of “The Truman Show” and the feature interview with producer
Christof, in which he says that we “accept the reality with which we are presented.”
Privacy is mentioned. Means of production are detailed including a catalog for
purchasing everything featured on “The Truman Show.”):

•

⁃

Where/How does one locate reality?

⁃

How is “The Truman Show” being produced?

⁃

Whose privacy is valuable—to them?

⁃

To others as a commodity/product?

On choosing reality (established by Truman, when he makes his escape from Sea
Haven/”The Truman Show” via boat, proving that he no longer believes in the limitations
of the reality staged for him. He has a discussion with Christof about the show and his
(Truman’s) choices now. Truman then exits the set.):
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⁃

Unmediated experience (uncontrolled, unbroadcasted, unpredictable, etc) is
Truman’s chosen reality. This is in contrast to the “real” life that he has lived in a
“real” but orchestrated environment. He and his decisions were unscripted—a
thought provoking point: is it unpredictability that made him “real” amidst a
fiction? OR, was his life “real” because he believed and accepted the “reality” he
perceived?)

After viewing the film (or clips), chart the plot of The Truman Show. As a class, list the main
characters and significant events in the story. Introduce to the students the major themes
(identified below) that will be the focus of activities and discussion for the duration of the
lesson plan.

Major Themes, Discussion Questions and Initiating
Activities:
The production of reality TV shows as a route to opening up the larger question of what
makes something “real.”
The Truman Show along with this guide raises the question of identifying reality (or realities)
as a space in which people take action, make decisions, and more complicatedly, make believe.

Reality Recognition Exercise:
Ask students to remember and list things from the movie that were “real” and “not real” as a
class (on the board). This list might include things like: the ocean (not real), the water (real), the
final boat driver and surgeon characters (not real), the actors (real people). Use this exercise to
illustrate the difficulty of establishing these categories, “real” and “not real” because the
experiences themselves happen but are contrived/controlled.
Potential Discussion Questions/Things to Think About:
What does the term “reality” signify to viewers? To makers? (in Truman’s world) To Truman
Burbank? In our world (as viewers and producers? Note that there is also the sort of ultimate
irony about all of this: “reality” shows demonstrate the financial ability of producers to control
an environment that is close to but not actually reality or unmediated, lived experience. What is
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televised really happens but is still a production.
Advertising and Product Placement
This marketing technique is now being implemented in TV shows as well as in movies. It is a
phenomenon parodied by “The Truman Show.” Advertising Recognition Exercise: Ask students
to recall the specific products advertised within the show (these include Kaiser Chicken,
maccaroni, Mococoa, Dog Fancy, Marlon’s beer, the Chef’s Pal, Elk Rotary Mower, Carlton
Homes). How were these things endorsed? By whom? In what surroundings?
Potential Discussion Questions/Things to Think About:
Why might product placement be effective for selling, enticing, and creating a product image
(seeing fictional people use real products)? Is this incorporation of image and fiction into lived
experience also connected to how we perceive TV, perceive reality, perceive ourselves? Can we
identify some of the appeals and strategies used by advertisers in general (stereotypes, nostalgia,
glamour)? Here it will be useful to remind students of how product placement is used in
professional sports (for example Michael Jordan and Nike, Venus Williams and Reebok).
Responsibility and Ethics
Especially in regard to media, The Truman Show gives a complex look at who participates in
media decision-making. The audience who fuels popularity, the advertisers who provide financial
support, and the producers who orchestrate the lives being watched are all implicated as are the
actors (or in Truman’s case, the unwitting star) themselves. Responsibility Recognition Exercise:
Pose the question, “Who besides the characters and producers of “The Truman Show” do people
watching the movie get to see? (ANSWER: THE TV SHOW’S AUDIENCE). Point out that this
is a conscious decision on the part of the filmmakers. Brainstorm a few ways that the storytellers
(the filmmakers themselves) implicate the TV audience into “The Truman Show” phenomenon.
(e.g., the news coverage, souvenirs (producing and buying), the existence of the bar, personal
reactions (political movements, tears, cheering)
Potential Discussion Questions/Things to Think About:
What do students think about what happened to Truman? Who holds power over “The
Truman Show”? How did they get that power? Who is responsible for the actions being filmed?
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In the end, who exercises the power to change or construct a different reality? (NB: These “who”
questions can and should have multiple right answers stressing that culpability is spread widely
and exists on multiple levels not just in The Truman Show but in everyday reality.)

Additional questions

# What do we mean when we say “reality”? Emphasize/consider that
people have both lived experiences and mediated or media experiences which contribute to
our sense of reality or the real.
# Responsibility or control is also at issue in considering reality. Is something more or less
real if it is controlled? Who gets to control? Who or what is controllable—in life and/versus in
media?
# Who (else) is responsible for media? Media have a feedback loop including the audience
and the advertisers as well as the producers. How do advertisers imagine audiences: How do
audiences and producers imagine new and/or fictional “realities?”

(Adapted, credit to Laurel Clark and Laura Cook)
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Creating Culture Culture

Date: 10/31
Focus Question: How is culture part of the reality that is shaped? Who
shapes that and what are their interests?
Objective: Recognizing the work of “culture industry” in producing reality as
it benefits them.

Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

Breakdown:
3:00- Merchants of Cool Screening
4:00 - Discussion
5:00 - Junk Thought Blogging Exercise, Assess, Check Out

Check In Question: If you could be any breed of dog, what
breed would you be?
Lesson Instructions:
Screening:

Watch The Merchants of Cool 50 Minutes
BREAK
Lead Discussion with handouts: What is culture? How is it made? Do we make it (us,
here now) or is it created to sell stuff? How much of our experience is made up by ideas built by
“Merchants of Cool”?

BREAK
Screening:
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Watch Junk Thought. Start Exercise.

Exercise:
“MERCHANTS OF COOL” BLOGGING ASSIGNMENT
The filmmakers refer to what they call “a feedback loop,” wherein media outlets watch teens
and reflect them in programming; and teens in turn watch the media and imitate the media image
of teens. What do you make of this? Have you observed the media imitating teens? Or teens
imitating media? Or both? Why do you think the media does this? Why do teens? Draw on
examples in the documentary and/or your own personal experience. You may also want to watch
MTV, the WB, or other teen- targeted programming and discuss what you see there. (Does it
reflect the filmmakers’ argument? Explain.)
/Or/
All TV shows, to one extent or another, reflect the biases of the producers or filmmakers.
What was the documentary’s argument? What perspective are the filmmakers coming from?
What is their slant? Is this film from the point-of-view of the music business, concerned parents/
social critics, or teens themselves?(Hint: Merchants of Cool originally appeared on the PBS
show Frontline.) What scenes or statements in the video clue you in to this fact? Do you think
the documentary would have been different if it was produced by teens themselves? Or by MTV?
Or by parents/social critics? How? (Remember, you don’t need to answer every question.)
Credit: Stay Free Magazine

Assessment:
Questions to ask:
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•

How much of the media you consume would you call “mental pollution” ?

•

How can we “clean up the environment” when it comes to media?

Check Out Question: If you had to work at one store at the
mall, what would it be?
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MERCHANTS OF COOL - Discussion Notes
•

What did you think of the documentary?

•

Did the portrayal of youth seem realistic?

•

Do you know anyone like the teens in the documentary?

•

Was there anything you think the film got wrong?

•

About the filmmakers: What was their point-of-view? What was their slant? What was
the filmmakers’ main argument?
They are pointing out that youth culture is increasingly centered on consuming things.
40-50 years ago leisure-time revolved around school dances; bowling; playing in the street;

cards; indoor party games; arts & crafts; church (or other religious) events
Today: What do you do for fun that does not involve consuming things made by large
corporations? Things that do not involve Hollywood movies or video games or TV or shop- ping
or eating/drinking....?
How much of youth culture is made by youth themselves, for themselves, and how much is
marketed and sold to them by corporations?
Is that healthy to spend so much time with something that is created by corporations whose
only concern is to get your money?
Do you listen to any music that’s not heard on the radio? That is not released by the major
labels? Live music?

Compare this to the Truman Show: Who takes responsibility for (constructing) reality? Who
in the film does? How is Christof’s way of doing this different than Truman’s? Who else is
involved (viewers, actors, technicians)? How do you feel about that?
How might the show have been different if it was produced by MTV? ...by teens?
These criticisms would never have appeared on MTV:
•

Mark Crispin Miller’s comment (“MTV isn’t trying to improve the lives of teens or make
them happier, just trying to sell stuff to them”)

•

Bob McChesney said corporations colonizing teens in same way the West colonized
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Africa.
•

Douglas Rushkoff frequently refers to “we”; the eyes are on us

Phil Knight, CEO of Nike, has said: “One of the effects of branding is to make you feel as if
you are part of a community.” What does he mean by that? Do you think it’s true? Does
wearing Nikes [ or some other brand] make you feel part of a community of Nike users?
[ Make the point that Nike, Hilfiger etc. don’t manufacture anything themselves]
Is “under-the-radar” marketing ethical? What effect might this have over time? Knowing
that companies do this sort of thing, how might that affect your own behavior?
[ Christina Agulera....Sony cell phone/camera; models approach tourists at Empire State
bldg.]
More questions:
•

Do cool-hunters exploit teens or help them (or both)?

•

How important is it to know whether or not something is a commercial?

•

Does it make a difference whether a program (or artwork or a song) is designed to
advertise a product or not?

People said you aren’t affected by advertising, but this film raises the question “what isn’t
advertising”? Sprite: (pays people in audience?); Limp Bizkit paid an Oregon station to play
them...
Why do companies want to reach young people in the first place? Why so much effort?
You don’t have as much money as adults.
A.

Young people are less sophisticated and more easily influenced by advg; polls show
young people more favorable to advg; more inclinced to wear logo’d clothing

B.

Brand preferences aren’t established

C.

High lifetime value: you’ve got a lot of buying ahead of you. If a company can convince
someone who’s 12 to use their product (soap)... at compare establishing brand-loyalty at 8
& 40 years

D.

Youth are culturally influential:
i.

Early adopters / trend-setting
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ii.

Adults want to imitate young (Pepsi 1960s “new generation”)

iii. Youth influence parent purchases (esp. divorce)
E.

Large demographic group (Baby Boomer’s kids)

In this, Britney Spears is a walking ad for Pepsi; are there other groups or celebrities that
you associate with products?
If so, what do you think of them?
What are some other ways companies market to teens, other than MTV and pop music?
•

On the internet ?

•

“Under the radar”; going through their friends?

•

In Schools?

IF TIME PERMITS:
•

Merchants of Cool argues that advertising has changed from SPONSORING culture to
BECOMING culture (e.g., Sprite no longer merely sponsors a concert but makes itself
integral to hip hop culture—like Addidas did when it sponsored Run DMC). What does
this mean?

•

There’s no difference between culture and marketing; culture is the marketing - is this
true?

•

From what you saw in this film, are marketers (whether MTV, Sprite, Time/Warner, or
who- ever) concerned with the well-being of teenagers? (Mark Crispin Miller says: “The
MTV machine doesn't listen to the young so it can make the young happier—The MTV
machine tunes in so it can figure out how to pitch what Viacom has to sell.”)

•

Cool hunters give certain teens money and prestige. How do you think this affects the
teens they choose? And the other teens?

(Credit: Stay Free Magazine)
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Citizen Journalism/Civic Media

Date: 11/7
Focus Question: How can citizens leverage their own media producing
abilities to create a free and independent press (or source of knowledge)?

Objective:
•

Examine the news media and analyze its usefulness to their needs.

•

Understand the core values of American democracy and their relationship to the
Declaration of Independence, their importance to a free and independent media, and their
importance to the people who consume and produce information.

•

Examine the results of a resent survey on student use of the Internet and compare their
personal use with the survey's results.

•

Discuss the ethics of downloading copyrighted material on the Internet.

•

Examine several examples of citizen journalism practiced in the United States and
evaluate its value to furthering the concept of a free press.

Materials:
•

Student Handout 1 "News Media Survey" (printer-friendly PDF)

•

Student Handout 2 "Core Values of American Constitutional Democracy" (printerfriendly PDF)

•

Student Handout 3 "Citizen Journalism"(printer-friendly PDF)

•

Student Handout 4 "Survey Results" (optional, part of extension activity) (printer-friendly
PDF)

•

Internet Access/Mac Lab

Breakdown:
3:00- What is Civic Media, Opening Activity
4:00 - Core Values of American Constitutional Democracy
5:00 - Teen Content Creators and Consumers, Blogging Exercise
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Check In Question: If you could control the lens of a
satellite for one hour, so that you could watch any spot on
earth, where would you point it?
Lesson Instructions:
Start with the What is Civic Media presentation - run through it quick tho
Opening Activity:
1.

Divide students into small groups of 4-5 and distribute Student Handout 1 "News Media
Survey" to all students.

2.

Give them some time to complete the survey and discuss the follow-up questions. Then
hold a general discussion on the survey focusing on the follow-up questions.

3.

Have students summarize their general thoughts on how they use the news media, the
extent of government influence or regulation of information, and who can or should
publish the news.

BREAK
Activity Two: Looking at "Core Values of American Constitutional Democracy"
1.

Keep students in their small groups. Distribute Student Handout 2 "Core Values of
American Constitutional Democracy." Have students review the handout and then
address the questions at the end in their small group.

2.

Discuss with them the Core Values, the rights and responsibilities that surround them, and
how they affect a free and independent press.
⁃

The five discussion questions could be reviewed by students as a homework
assignment and then reviewed in the small group class discussion.

BREAK
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Activity Three: "Teen Content Creators and Consumers"
1.

Divide the class into groups of five or six. Make sure the mix is evenly balanced among
students.

2.

Distribute Student Handout 3 "Citizen Journalism" to all students. Review the directions
with them. Have students go to the Pew Internet & American Life Project survey report
entitled, "Teen Content Creators and Consumers" at http://www.pewtrusts.com/pdf/
PIP_Teens_1105.pdf. Have them review the "Summary of Findings." These four pages
could be downloaded, printed, and distributed to students as an option.

3.

Then, direct students to go to the NewsHour Web page at http://www.pbs.org/newshour/
bb/media/july-dec05/citizen_11-16.html and review the segment, "The Rise of Citizen
Journalism." It is highly recommended that students watch the streaming video of the
segment while reviewing the transcript as it contains visual as well as audio information.
(Reviewing these Web sites could be done as homework.)

4.

After viewing the segment and reading the transcripts, have students answer the questions
on the handout in their groups. Tell them they will need to take notes on the discussion
using the chart on the second page to write a news story.

(Adapted from materials by Greg Timmons, educational consultant and Executive Director of
The Constitution Project, PBS NewsHour TeacherSource)

Exercise:
Have students publish their news stories from Activity 3 on the class blog. Invite readers to
comment on the stories through letters to the editor or through their own blogs.
Have students review Student Handout 4 "Survey Results" presenting the questions from
different surveys and report the findings by going to the surveys' Web sites. Students can
present their report on the blog.

Assessment:
Read the blog work.
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Check Out Question: If you could pass one law to help the
environment, or an issue you care about, what would it be?
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Additional Resources for citizen journalism:
•

"What Works in Youth Media" http://www.makeaconnection.org/ This organization is a
global initiative that equips young people around the world with essential "life skills" including greater self-confidence and the ability to think creatively, communicate
effectively, relate to others, and give back to society.

•

"Listen up! Youth Media Network" http://www.pbs.org/merrow/listenup/ Listen Up! is a
youth media network that connects young video producers and their allies to resources,
support, and projects with the goals of developing the field and achieving an authentic
youth voice in the mass media.

•

"Teach the First Amendment" http://www.teachfirstamendment.org/ Sponsored by the
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, the site provides resources, information, and
ideas on teaching the First Amendment.

•

"Student Press Law Center" http://www.splc.org/ The Student Press Law Center is an
advocate for students' free-press rights and provides information, advice, and legal
assistance at no charge to students and the educators who work with them.

•

"The Youth Free Expression Network" http://www.yfen.org The Youth Free Expression
Network is a national coalition of teens and adults committed to defending the free
expression rights of youth.
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Brainstorming our project

Date: 11/14
Focus Question: What personal or societal issues do you think would be
interesting for a civic media project?

Objective:
•

Students will recognize societal and personal issues that are of interest and importance to
them.

•

Students will be able to use critical thinking, analysis, and prioritizing skills in order to
brainstorm documentary topics.

Materials:
•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

•

Newsprint and Markers

•

Accumulated Media

•

Access to class blog

Breakdown:
3:00- Looking at examples
4:00 - Brainstorming
5:00 - Blogging 4

Check In Question: If you were six inches tall for a day,
what would you do?
Lesson Instructions:
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Start off by asking what we talked about last week, what is civic media? Today we’re going
to come up with an idea for a multimedia project that demonstrates the skills we’ve learned and
builds on the work we’re doing, following the principles of Civic Media. We’ll develop a
concept, which means we don’t have to complete the idea, but we can if the students would like
to.

In developing ideas, we want to think through them throughly. As a sample idea, going back
to our work when we were looking at the Truman Show: What if we created an ad campaign? We
would have to describe the product in detail. To whom are you trying to sell the product? In what
sort of media will you advertise? Explicitly or via product placement? How will you make the
item appealing? What assumptions or even stereotypes become part of your strategy (even if just
for convenience sake: e.g., rich white guys watch golf so I’ll advertise my mutual fund during a
PGA tournament)? Justify your decisions and supply mock-up advertisements. We would then
write and design our own ads, create them and show them. After showing ads to the class,
students should answer the questions: why did you choose the wording that you used? What
images did you employ and why? What about the product were you trying to communicate?
What about the product’s owner/user were you imagining? How do you think your ad
communicates most effectively? To whom would it appeal? Why? Why did you imagine your
consumer in this way?
Go over examples of Civic Media projects:

Kids Food Blogs
http://fedupwithlunch.com/
http://www.thelunchtray.com/
http://whatsforschoollunch.blogspot.com/
Underheard in NYC
http://underheardinnewyork.com/
Flying Paper
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http://flyingpaper.org/
Remember Me

BREAK

Warm Up - Journal entry: WHAT ISSUES CONCERN YOU? (5 MIN) Using flip chart
paper, note paper, or a draft for a latter blog post, respond to the following questions:
•

What issues or are of greatest concern to you right now? (Issues might include things that
affect people your age, societal issues, world issues, etc.)

•

What issues or topics do you want to know more about?

•

What do you think other people would be interested in learning about?

1. BRAINSTORM TOPICS (15-20 MIN)
•

Explain to students that they will be choosing one topic for their group project

•

Ask students to read over their lists and underline three issues they feel are the most
important and/or most

•

To create a combined list on newsprint or blackboard of possible documentary topics,
have students share their top three issues with the entire class.

•

Let students look at the ideas for a few moments silently to get a sense of what was
brainstormed, and to see if all suggested topics are clear.

•

Students may then ask their classmates for clarification regarding any issues written on
the newsprint. (Remember, their goal is to understand each issue, not to critique what
other students have suggested). Some of the topics might need to be rephrased, expanded
or condensed.

•

Use consensus building to get them to settle.

In this lesson students will begin the process of choosing the topic for their group project.
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Depending on the time frame and goals of your project, you may choose either to allow students
to brainstorm all potential topics or you might provide them with an overarching theme. It is
essential that students do most of the brainstorming so that the project is student-centered and
they feel invested in the project. Even if your goal is to have the students produce a project about
a specific topic, make sure they develop their own focus or perspective on that topic.

Students should only be writing, not talking, during the Graffiti Board activity. Encourage
them to dialogue with each other through writing, responding to each other’s notes with
additional comments or questions on the newsprint. This means that a student should go back to
the same board several times during this activity.
•

Combine related points if necessary and read through the entire list.

•

To narrow the class list down to three or four topics by asking students to vote once for
the topic they are most interested in pursuing.

•

At this point you may decide to have students research the potential topics on the Internet
(as seen in the video clip). This will provide them with more information for the
following activity.

2. GRAFFITI BOARD TOPIC DEVELOPMENT (20-25 MIN)

As in the video clip, engage students in the lesson by asking a few of them to write the top
topics at the top of separate sheets of newsprint (one topic per sheet) and hang them around the
room with enough space in between so that they can cluster around each sheet without crowding.
Give each student a marker and ask them to move around the classroom and write their
response on each newsprint to any or all of the following four questions for the topics posted:
•

Why would this topic make a good project?

•

What questions would you like this project to answer? What resources (interviews,
research) do you want to use for this project?

•

What do you want the project to be about?
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BREAK (5:00)

Share (5 min): Bring the class back together and ask for volunteers to read aloud the various
postings on each of the graffiti sheets. Ask students who they think might be interested in
watching a documentary on these topics.

Blog Post Of the topics we selected, which one are you most interested in pursuing for the
documentary? Why do you think this would make a good documentary? How have your topic
ideas changed during this class?

Go on to Exercise: Blogging 4.

Credit: Educational Video Center © 2006 Educational Video Center www.evc.org

Exercise:
Blogging 4
Exercising Your Public Voice: Making a Case for a Position
When you speak in a public voice—as a citizen appealing to other citizens as part of the
serious business of self-governance—you are undertaking the cocreation of democracy. Your
liberty probably depends on how well and how many citizens learn to use many-to-many media
to exercise their public voice.
1.

Pick a position about a public issue, any public issue, that you are passionate about:
immigration; digital restrictions on music; steroid use by athletes; why the older
generation misunderstands the younger generation’s taste in music. Any issue you care
about strongly enough to argue for or against.

2.

Inform yourself. Search for information, and check the sources of authority of that
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information—what do others say about the author of the information, what sources does
the author cite? Who has the freshest, most credible information about the issue you care
about, and what are they saying? Track several sources through Web searches and blog
feeds (see the Participatory Media Literacy wiki for instructions on RSS, blog feeds, and
search feeds). Use your ability to gather and track information online as a means of
knowing what you are talking about before you start saying anything in a public voice.
3.

Make a case for something—a position, an action, a policy—related to this public issue.
You don’t have to prove your case, but you have to state it. You don’t have to always
present an original position, but you always need to go beyond simply quoting the
positions of others. Again, you need to provide your public with the context you can see,
but which is absent from the quote or link alone. Provide an answer to your public’s
question: “What does the author of this blog post want me to know, believe, think, or do?
What point is the author making with this link?”

4.

Use links to back up or add persuasiveness to your case. Use links to build your
argument. Use factual sources, statements by others that corroborate your assertions, and
instances that illustrate the point you want to make.7

Assessment:
Read their blog posts.

Check Out Question: How Are You Spending Thanksgiving
Break?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Scavenger Hunt & Planning

Date: 11/28
Focus Question: How can we create our own messages with media?
Objective: To create our own constructions of meaning.
Materials:
•

Digital Still Camera

•

Audio Recorder

•

Boom Pole

•

Boom Mic Headphones

•

TV Monitor

•

A/V to RCA Cable

Breakdown:
3:00- AV exercise
4:00 - Back to our concept, planning
5:00 - Blogging 5

Check In Question: How was your Thanksgiving break?
Lesson Instructions:
Start with the exercise this week.

BREAK

Review the work done in the brainstorming exercise last time we met. Which of these
projects will we move forward with? How will we schedule this work over the next two weeks?
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Plan it out.

BREAK

Do blogging exercise 5 and slowly end the day. This is the last organized blogging exercise,
but students are free to continue contributing to the blog as they please.

Exercise:
1.

Ask students to setup the boom mic using what they already know about audio. Explain
that a boom mic is used to capture a wide range of voices and sounds with out being in
the frame, such as for a skit or focus group.

2.

Divide the students into two teams. Give one team the DV camera and boom mic (audio),
and the other team the still camera (visual). Each group will have 30 minutes to find
either a sound or image to represent the following:
⁃

Work

⁃

Love

⁃

Joy

⁃

Water

⁃

Youth

⁃

Time

⁃

Danger

⁃

Hope

⁃

Hypocrisy

⁃

Choice

3.

After 30 minutes, ask teams to switch equipment and reverse tasks.

4.

Upload the still photos to a computer and bring them up so all students can see them.
While showing the images, play the corresponding sounds.

5.

Discuss with group:
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⁃

What sounds/images were the most difficult to get and why?

⁃

The easiest?

⁃

What did you learn about audio?

⁃

What meaning is created when juxtaposing these images with these sounds?
Would they have been as effective alone? Why or why not?

⁃

Why do you think its important to include these types of elements in a PSA?

(Adapted from Educational Video Center and Manhattan Neighborhood Network’s Youth
Channel lesson by EVC Lead Media Educator, Lindsay Fauntleroy)

Blogging 5 exercise
Contributing to Public Discourse: Commenting
1.

Add a constructive comment to the blog posts of three other students in your class. Build
on a point they make, offer evidence in support or in opposition to a position they take or
claim they make, post a link to a resource that can illuminate or extend the post. If the
blogger whose post you comment then posts a reply to your comment, see if you can
extend the dialogue, invite others to participate and contribute.

2.

Try to solicit comments in a post on your blog. Ask for opinion, examples, evidence. End
your post in a question that invites comment.

3.

For an advanced exercise, use a blog post or series of blog posts and invited comments to
organize collective action—a meeting, a petition, a boycott, letters to the editor.8

Assessment:
Review work as the day progresses.

Check Out Question: If you could add one required course
to your school system, what would it be?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Social Media Protest, Prep work

Date: 12/5
Focus Question: How did Egyptian activists leverage media power to
promote social change in 2011?

Objective:
•

Analyze political cartoons that depict the revolution in Egypt

•

Understand why Egyptians and citizens from other Middle East countries are revolting
against their governments.

•

Understand that social media and traditional medial served as a tool in the revolutions in
Egypt and Tunisia.

•

Understand that other factors such as strong organization and nonviolent dissent
contributed to the Egyptian revolution.

•

Formulate a paper or presentation that summarizes their understanding of the situation in
Egypt.

Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

•

Student Handouts:
⁃

Political Cartoons

⁃

Background Essay

⁃

Discussion Questions for news segment, “The Role of Social Media in Egypt’s
Revolution.”

Breakdown:
3:00- Opening Activity, Class Discussion
4:00 - Main Activity
5:00 -
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Check In Question: If you could have any job in history,
what would it be?
Lesson Instructions:
Opening Activity:
In this activity, students will look at the impact of social media in the Egyptian Revolution of
2010 and how that impact may have far reaching ramifications throughout the Middle East.

Distribute copies or post on an overhead projector the two cartoons in student handout #1:
The Impact of Social Media. Organize the class into small groups of students. Have them discuss
the questions below:

•

What is the event or issue depicted in the cartoon?

•

Deconstruct each cartoon by explaining the use of labels, symbols, caricature in each.
What are they and what do they represent?

•

What aspects of the cartoon (if any) are difficult to understand? What further information
do you need to know to fully understand the cartoon?

•

What is the cartoonist’s message?

•

What is your opinion/reaction to the message of the cartoon?

Class Discussion Questions

•

Describe the double meaning of the term “unfriending Mubarak” as it applies to the
revolution in Egypt?

•

Why is the man on the camel shouting “The Internet is coming!”? Compare and contrast
this warning to a similar incident during the American Revolution?

•

From the depictions in the cartoons, what seems to be the primary weapon of the
Revolution in Egypt? How has the revolution in Egypt affected other governments in the
Middle East?
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Main Activity

Part 1: In this activity, students work in small groups to view two NewsHour video segments
reporting on the role of social media in the Egyptian Revolution and beyond. Have students read
the Background Essay before conducting this activity.

Review with students the essential points of the Background segment above.

•

The revolutions in Egypt and Tunisia and the subsequent protests in other countries is the
result of long standing grievances against oppressive regimes in the region. The protest
organization is grass-roots and employs methods similar to those of the American civil
rights movement over 50 years ago.

•

Social media has played a role in these protests, but has not been the reason for the
revolutions’ success. It has, however, allowed opposition groups to present their
grievances, communicate with their members, and anticipate changing events earlier and
better than their opposition, the government. Combined with traditional media of
television and 24-hour cable news, social media has also allowed them to tell their story
on an international stage.

Divide students into small groups of 3-5 and show the two video segments from the
NewsHour story, “Debate continues over social media’s role in the Egyptian, Arab World
Protests” to the entire class or assign the video clips as homework before you conduct the
activity.

Video Segment #1: Intro piece (4:50)
Video Segment #2: Panel discussion piece (12:29)
Distribute the student handout, “The Role of Social Media in Egypt’s Revolution.”
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Have students discuss the questions on their handouts in their groups. Then review each
segment’s questions with the entire class.Then summarize the following key points:

•

Explain why people would have revolted in Egypt even if they didn’t have social media.

•

Describe the contribution of social media in the Egyptian revolution.

•

What influence did traditional media like television have on the Egyptian revolution?

•

How might social media be used in the future in Egypt to help ensure democracy can be
established in the country?

•

What role might social media play in similar circumstances and events in other countries
of the Middle East?

(Credit: Greg Timmons, educational consultant and Executive Director of The Constitution
Project, PBS NewsHour TeacherSource)

Exercise:
Continue work on the project that was planned and brainstormed.

Assessment:
Check Out Question: If you could communicate with any
type of animal, what would it be?
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Background Essay
The events in Cairo, Egypt and other Middle East cities in early 2011 have reset the political
paradigm for the region and created new challenges for the United States. It’s no secret that most
countries in the Middle East are run by autocratic dictators that allow free expression only when
it praises them, free assembly only when it supports them, and free elections only when they pick
the candidates. But young, tech-savvy activist, employing nonviolent tactics are beginning to
change that.

Dissent and protest are not new to the region. For decades the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has
kept the pot of discontent boiling in the Middle East, often times targeting the United States as
the villain. But protests in Egypt and Tunisia have citizens demanding an end to the dictatorial
regimes and instituting democratic governments. Opposition groups forming at a grass-roots
level are employing resistance methods that go back decades to the U.S. civil rights movement of
the 1950s and 60s. They are forming coalitions with like-minded groups at all levels of society
—professional, labor, and government workers. They counsel nonviolence to their members and
temper the anger with reminders to keep their “eye on the prize” and not let the brutal methods of
the pro-government forces divert or discourage their cause. And they have employed the “new
media” – Facebook, Twitter, and blogging—to present their case, communicate with like-minded
groups, and encourage questioning and discussion that has not been seen in this region for
decades.

Political analysts debate the extent to which the new media played a role in the toppling of
the regimes of Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in Tunisia and Hosni Mubarak in Egypt. The massive
public protests that ended these regimes were not just spontaneous reactions to recent oppression,
but rather the release of long standing grievances with the government over poor economic
conditions, corruption, and the suppression of freedoms. Each of these revolutions was ignited by
the deaths of young men facing oppression and the brutality of the state when they dared
complain of the abuse.
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What seems to make these revolutions different from ones the past is how social media has
accelerated the organizational capabilities and operations of the opposition movements. By using
social media, opposition groups are better than the government at forming and carrying out
strategy, instilling discipline within their ranks, and adapting to quickly changing events. It
seems that it wasn’t social media that toppled the regimes but that social media served as a tool
in that process; a process that also employed traditional methods of dissent served up on mass
media (primarily television) to citizens of Egypt and Tunisia as well as the world.
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Handout # 1: Political Cartoons
Directions: Follow the questions below to analyze the political cartoons below with members
of your group.
•

What is the event or issue depicted in the cartoon?

•

Deconstruct each cartoon by explaining the use of labels, symbols, caricature in each.
What
are they and what do they represent?

•

What aspects of the cartoon (if any) are difficult to understand? What further information
do
you need to know to fully understand the cartoon?

•

What is the cartoonist’s message?

•

What is your opinion/reaction to the message of the cartoon?

•

“Unfriend Mubarak” #89234 - By Bill Schorr, Cagle Cartoons - 2/14/2011
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“Egypt’s Cyber Coup” #89176 - By Joe Heller, Green Bay Press-Gazette - 2/11/2011
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Handout #2: The Role of Social Media in Egypt’s Revolution
Directions: In your small group (or as a class) view the two news segments at the links below
and discuss the questions that follow.
“Debate continues over social media’s role in the Egyptian, Arab World Protests”
Video Segment #1: Intro piece http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/world/jan-june11/
egypt1_02- 14.html
After protests succeeded in ousting Hosni Mubarak, what were the reasons for continued
protests? What did the people want?
•

What was the military’s message to these people? Why do you think the people still
continue to march in the streets?

•

How was Facebook used by Egyptian activists in 2008 to support of striking workers?

•

According to prominent activist, Gameela Ismail, how did social media encourage many
Egyptians who had been reluctant in the past to join the protests?

•

How was social media used to expose the death of Egyptian businessman Khaled Said
and what effect did this information have on the people of Egypt?

•

Explain how the Egyptian government’s strategy to block Facebook and the Internet
backfire and increase the public’s resolve to protest?

•

Explain the role of older media like television in the huge uprising?

Video Segment #2: Panel discussion piece http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/world/janjune11/egypt2_02-14.html (Develop these into comprehension questions and save analysis for
follow up.)
•

Though the percentage of Egyptians on line is small and the number with access to
Facebook even smaller, how were protest organizers able to use social media tools like
Twitter and Facebook to grow the protests?

•

How did television news networks like Al Jazerra, help spread the word of the protests to
the larger numbers of Egyptians? How did the news networks come to rely on social
media for their information?
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•

How did seeing the scenes of young protesters being beaten in the streets and the word
that some 300 might have been killed affect older, Egyptians who participated in the
protests up to that point? How did social media help present these events on media outlets
like Al Jazerra when state run television wouldn’t tell this story?

•

What do some skeptics say about the role of social media in the Egyptian Revolution?
How do conditions in Egypt seem to bear this out?

•

According to skeptics who question the importance of social media and television in the
Egyptian Revolution, what were the real motivations for Egyptians to take to the streets?

•

Why were the efforts by the Egyptian government so ineffective in countering the protest
efforts?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:

Date: 12/12
Focus Question: How do media producers embed meanings that play on
our sentiments into their messages?
Objective: Recognizing the need to critically deconstruct the media we
consume.

Materials:
•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

•

Deconstruction key handout

Breakdown:
3:004:00 5:00 -

Check In Question: If you were to spend a week anywhere
along without the contact of human civilization, where
would you go?
Lesson Instructions:
Note: This worksheet can be skipped if students want to execute their civic
media project.
In this lesson we will be watching clips of videos and deconstructing them in discussion.
Follow the exercises for examples.

Pre-viewing questions: Challenge the youth with the following discussion questions.
•

Who creates this piece of media, and why?

•

What techniques make it watchable and appealing?

•

Who might be the target audience?

•

What specific production skills make it compelling (narrative twists, character traits)?
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•

Who will screen this? Who will watch it?

•

How much does it cost to make this?

•

How are camerawork, lighting, music, editing used to tell the story?

•

How do I feel after watching it? How does it appeal to my emotions?

(Credit: Frank W. Baker, 2009)

Also feel free to refer to the Deconstruction Key.

Exercise:
Watch the following examples, engage discussion. Ask students to consider the sound and the
visuals as separate elements, then together.

Superbowl 2012 Ads

Time Magazine’s 30 Best Music Videos

http://www.hiphoppow.com/100-hiphop-videos-u-should-check-before-u-die-best-all-time

Assessment:
Check Out Question: If you were to pick an object to be
worshiped by a new religion, what would it be?
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Copyright 2004 Antonio Lopez
www.world-bridger.com

Media Deconstruction Key
To deconstruct a media sample, answer the following questions in order:
•

What is the context?

•

Who paid for the media?

•

Who is being targeted?

•

Why is the storyteller presenting this message? What messages and values

What environment does the media example come
from? What kind of magazine or what channel did the sample appear
in?
They're the real "storyteller." And companies
don't pay millions of dollars for an ad with out a reason. What is it?
Who is the story being told to? Who are the
consumers of the message? Who are the readers of the media?

are being expressed?
•

What kind of lifestyle is presented? Is it glamorized? How?

•

What does the story say, and what does it mean? What is the text of the
message? Is there a subtext?

•

How is the story constructed?

•

What is not being told in the story? Is there missing information or counter

What techniques is the storyteller using?
What technological tools or attention hooks are used?

messages the advertiser doesn't want you to think about?
•

Is the story accurate, fair, truthful and complete? In what ways is this a
healthy and/or unhealthy example of media?
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Media Matters / Literacy Lesson:
Wrapping Up
Date: 12/19
Focus Question:
Objective: Have fun, close out semester well.
Materials:
•

Media Lab computers

•

Projector

•

Instructor’s computer

•

Student Survey Handout

•

Manilla Folder/Envelope

•

Deconstruction Key from Last Week

Breakdown:
3:00- Icebreaker, Surveys, Assessment discussion
4:00 - Screening
5:00 -

Check In Question: If every night you could have one
singer serenade you, who would you choose?
Lesson Instructions:
This is a fun day for open questions, any issues we may have missed, and general exploration
and casual closing out of the subject. Any OurSpace materials which have not been used
(Demonstrating Credibility) or other lessons skipped can be used here, but the students can also
just have fun and watch a movie.
---
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Start with an Icebreaker game. After they’re done, tell the students what we’re doing today,
talking about how the workshop has gone, and then watching a movie. First, distribute the
handout and ask them to take the quick survey. When they’re done, have them place the surveys
in the folder/envelope.
Now open the floor to thoughts about the fall semester.
•

How has your perspective of media changed over the past several weeks?

•

Have you found yourself using media differently?
⁃

Do you have a different perspective when you watch movies or TV?

⁃

Has your online behavior changed?

•

What are some way you would change the course?

•

Do you feel we missed something important? If you’re joining this workshop again in the
spring, are there any subjects you’d like to cover?

We’re going to be watching a movie - have them vote on it. Present 3 options, and allow for a
write in candidate. After they vote, they can go on break.

BREAK (tally the votes)
Announce the winner of the vote, and then screen the film. Keep in mind the Deconstruction Key
- write some key points to think about as we watch the movie.

Assessment:
Review the surveys.
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Check Out Question: If you had a bust of yourself sculpted,
where would you place it?
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YRM - Media Matters Survey (Fall
2012)
Complete the following statements in your own words! Also, please elaborate on your answer
- explain how you feel!

“This workshop made me feel… ____________
(Explain?):

“If someone asked me what I learned in Media Matters, I’d
say … ____________
(Explain?):

“Here’s what I thought went well… ____________
(Explain?):

“Here’s what I thought didn’t go well… ____________
(Explain?):

“Doing this workshop made me think that… ____________
(Explain?):
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“I didn’t think we talked enough about… ____________
(Explain?):

“I think the instructor… ____________
(Explain?):

“Other people would find this course… ____________
(Explain?):

“If I were teaching the course, I’d change… ____________
(Explain?):

“If I could write whatever I wanted about the workshop and
the instructor, instead of having to complete these sentences,
I’d say:
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